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Abstract. Workflow management systems stand to significantly benefit
from database techniques, although current workflow systems have not
exploited well-established data management solutions to their full poten-
tial. In this paper, we focus on optimization issues and we discuss how
techniques inspired by database query plan compilation can enhance the
quality of workflows in terms of response time.

1 Introduction

Workflow management takes the responsibility for executing a series of inter-
connected tasks in order to fulfill a business goal or implement semi- or fully-
automated scientific processes. Typically, most workflow models emphasize the
control flow aspect employing well-established models, such as BPEL. Never-
theless, data flow plays a crucial role in the effective and efficient execution
and thus is equally significant. Data-centric workflows take a complementary
approach and regard data management as a first class citizen, along with the
control of activities within the workflow (e.g., [1,4]). An example of strong advo-
cates of the deeper integration and coupling of databases and workflow manage-
ment systems has appeared in [7]. Earlier examples of developing data-centric
techniques of manipulating workflows include the Grid-oriented prototypes in
[5,4] and the work in [3]. Those prototypes allow workflow tasks to be expressed
on top of virtual data tables in a declarative manner in order to benefit from
database technologies; however, they do not proceed to the application of query
optimization techniques with a view to speeding up the workflow execution.

The contribution of this work is as follows. We demonstrate how the per-
formance of data-centric workflows can further benefit from techniques inspired
by databases. We target workflows that either process unnecessary data or con-
tain services the relevant order of which is flexible, i.e., some activities within
the workflow can be invoked in an arbitrary order while producing the same
results; we term these services as being commutative. We discuss query opti-
mization techniques that build on top of algebraic laws and the application of
those techniques to such workflows with a view to modifying their structure
without affecting their semantics in order to improve performance. We focus on
fully automated workflows, i.e., workflows that do not require human interven-
tion; in such workflows, the execution of constituent tasks may be cast as (web)
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service calls as very commonly encountered in a wide range of workflow man-
agement systems. In summary, our proposal aims to bring in a novel dimension
in workflow optimization. Currently, the vast majority of workflow optimiza-
tion efforts deal with scheduling and resource allocation (e.g., [8]); in addition,
database-inspired proposals refer to specific applications only (e.g., [2]).

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. The core part of our
proposal is in Section 2. Section 3 contains case studies along with initial insights
into the performance gains, and the conclusions appear in Section 4.

2 Database-Inspired Solutions to Workflow Optimization

Workflow optimizations based on structure modifications have not be analyzed
to an adequate extent to date. Query optimization techniques are well suited to
fill this gap, at least partially. Query plans consist of operators from the relational
algebra (e.g., joins, selects, projects), the commutative and associative properties
of which are well understood. The theoretic background of query optimization
is based on algebraic laws that specify equivalence between expressions. On
top of such laws, several optimization techniques can be built. Our idea is to
apply similar laws to workflow structures. In other words, we treat workflows as
query plans, and the constituent services as query operators in order to allow
the application of query optimization rules. In order to apply the techniques
suggested hereby, we assume that the precedence constraints between services
are known and the input to each invoked activity is a list of data values. Similarly,
the service output is another list of values with potentially different number of
elements and element size. Such a model is followed by systems such as [6].

Note that in arbitrary business and scientific scenarios, it is common to employ
services for data filtering, duplicate removal, transformation and remote method
calls, joining inputs, merging inputs, and so on. All those operations correspond
to operators such as selects and projects, duplicate elimination, user-defined
functions, joins, unions, respectively. More specifically, in our work, we regard
the evaluation of a selection predicate, including the case where it contains user-
defined functions, as analogous to any workflow service that process a list of
data items and produces another list with potentially different number and size
of items. Projection complements selection in the sense that selection may filter
rows, whereas projection filters columns in database tables. Duplicate elimina-
tion in query plans is analogous to services that remove duplicates from lists of
items. Grouping is analogous to services that receive a list of input elements,
group those elements into groups and process each group as a new element. The
join operator is analogous to services that accept multiple inputs and combine
them according to some criteria. Furthermore, operators such as unions and
intersections directly apply to workflow services operating on datasets.

The fact that workflow services can be mapped to operators implies that
common algebraic laws, such as selection and join reordering, commutativity
of selections and duplicate elimination, distribution of selections over joins and
unions, and pushing selections and projections to operators upstream are ap-
plicable to workflows as well. As such, two traditional optimization techniques
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that we employ in a workflow context are i) to reorder workflow services so that
the services that are more selective are executed as early in the execution plan
as possible; and ii) to introduce new filtering services in a workflow, when the
data eliminated do not contribute to the result output. Reducing the size of data
that we have to process leads to much faster computations. Finally, since the
notions of selectivity and cost can be extended for services, we may apply more
sophisticated cost-based optimizations, too.

3 Case Studies

Fig. 1. A workflow that links proteins
to diseases

We present two representative case stud-
ies with real scientific workflows, and we
aim to demonstrate the performance bene-
fits when the input data is dirty in the sense
that it contains duplicates.
Case Study I: The first case study deals
with a simple workflow titled as ”Link pro-
tein to OMIM disease”, which is shown
in Fig. 11. Its purpose is to find diseases
that are related to certain user-defined key-
words. The first two services, search and
split OMIM results correspond to the pro-
cesses of searching and linking the input to
a set of diseases from the OMIM human
diseases and genes database2, and present-
ing the results as individual lists. When a
disease is found, it is extracted and then
labeled, with the help of the extract dis-
eases from OMIM and label OMIM disease
services, respectively. The labeling service
performs data transformation only, so that
XML tags are inserted. The next two services in the workflow are flatten list
and remove duplicate strings. The former removes one level of nesting, whereas
the other performs duplicate elimination. If we want to apply a string elimina-
tion service to data that appear more than once, the procedure of flattening list
is a necessary task because orders datasets. These services are very important
because of position and role they have to this workflow.

Based on the above description, we can easily deduce (even if not stated ex-
plicitly in the workflow description) that the flattening and duplicate elimination
services are commutative with the labeling one. In addition, duplicate elimina-
tion is the service that may lead to the most significant reductions in the data
set manipulated by the workflow, i.e., it is the one with the lower selectivity;
actually, the labeling service does not filter data at all and has selectivity 1. As

1 Taken from http://www.myexperiment.org/workflows/115.html
2 http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/sites/entrez?db=omim
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Fig. 2. Performance improvements with 100 Protein/Gene IDs as input for a local
workflow (left) and for a workflow accessing a remote service (right)

such, we can improve the execution time if we apply duplicate elimination just
before the extract diseases from OMIM, in the spirit of optimizations discussed in
Sec. 2, or even earlier, i.e., just after the input submission. More specifically, we
assume a simplified version of the workflow, where the workflow starts with the
split OMIM results service and the workflow runs locally only. We consider two
flavors, a non-optimized and an optimized one; the non-optimized one performs
labeling before duplicate elimination, whereas the optimized one reorders the ser-
vices and performs duplicate elimination at the very initial stage. Although the
modification is simple, there are tangible performance gains. We experimented
with an input of 100 OMIM records and a variable proportion of duplicates.
Fig. 2 (left) summarizes the results. We used the Taverna 2.3 workbench en-
vironment on a Intel Core(TM) 2Duo T7500 machine with 3GB of RAM. The
results correspond to the average and the standard deviation of 10 runs after
removing the two highest values as outliers to decrease standard deviations. The
main observation drawn from the figure is that, if duplicates exist in the input,
the decrease in the response time can be higher than 50%.

Case Study II: In the second case study, we experimented with a more in-
tensive subworkflow of a workflow named ”Get Kegg Gene information”3. This
sub-workflow gets as input a list of KEGG Genes IDs and according to this list
extracts from Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG)4 database
information relating to these KEGG genes, such as Gene Description. For ex-
ample, an input of KEGG Gene ID could be hsa:400927 which corresponds to
the ”hsa:400927 TPTE and PTEN homologous inositol lipid phosphatase pseu-
dogene” description. The first service of this sub-workflow is split by regex and
it is necessary in order to reformulate the input data for the workflow services
that follow. The key service of this workflow is get gene description GenomeNet.
This workflow service corresponds to the process of linking KEGG Gene IDs
with KEGG Genes database and presenting a brief description for each of the
genes. The get gene description GenomeNet service is followed by other two ser-
vices, merge descriptions and remove nulls, which are responsible for merging
the nested content of the previous output and eliminating possible null outputs,

3 Taken from http://www.myexperiment.org/workflows/611.html
4 http://www.genome.jp/kegg/
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respectively. This service, for each KEGG Gene ID input, connects with the
KEGG database in order to search and return the corresponding description of
each gene, which is quite time-consuming procedure. In case of having an input
data set consisting of several duplicate values, we could assume that the required
time to execute a large-scale data set is significantly high. This provides room
for optimization, since we can modify the workflow process so that get gene de-
scription GenomeNet service connects and extracts only unique values of KEGG
Gene IDS. Therefore, we can use the techniques used for inserting selections in
query plans to perform this optimization task. Specifically, we introduce a new
workflow service remove duplicate gene ids which has the role to eliminate dupli-
cate values, before the get gene description GenomeNet service. In this manner,
the service will contact the database only for unique values without repeating
the same costly requests. Fig. 3 and 4 depict the original and the optimized
version of the sub-workflow examined, respectively.

Fig. 3. A sub-workflow of ”Get Kegg
Gene information” that provides de-
scription of KEGG Genes

Fig. 4. An optimized sub-workflow
that provides description of KEGG
Genes

The results shown in Fig. 2 (right) support our intuition that the perfor-
mance benefits are far more significant and the optimized version runs several
times faster. In the second case study, we experimented with a more intensive
workflow that involves calls to a remote service, and we inserted duplicate elim-
ination before the service invocation. Specifically, the workflow execution cost
is improved gradually while the duplicates of an input data set increases. This
means that, for an input data of 100 Gene IDs, which consists of 70% and 90%
duplicated values, the optimized version of ”Get Kegg Gene information” work-
flow results in 70% and over 90% decrease on response time, respectively.
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4 Conclusions

In this paper we discussed the application of query optimization techniques
to workflow structure reformations. Our methodology can yield significant per-
formance improvements upon existing data-centric workflows; our preliminary
quantitative results in workflows that receive as input data containing duplicates
provide promising insights into this aspect.

Our work can be extended in several ways; actually we just scratched the sur-
face of the potential of query optimization techniques for workflows. The most
important directions for future work are the development of workflow manage-
ment systems that fully implement our proposal in line with the points mentioned
above, the thorough assessment of performance improvements in a wide range of
realistic scenarios, and the investigation of optimization opportunities in more
complex workflow patterns. Finally, note that query optimization techniques
that seem relevant to workflows are not limited to reordering of commutative
services and insertion of early duplicate removal. Complementary aspects include
the investigation of equivalent execution plans of different shape and the choice
of the physical implementation of logically equivalent workflow services.
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